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1. Executive Summary
This deliverable provides information about the current development of the wagons’ and train’s
positioning solution and system architecture for a freight train as a results of the Task 3.2 of the
FR8RAIL project
The main objective of the task is to analyse and develop a positioning solution capable of fulfilling
end-user requirements. These requirements and use case scenarios are defined in Deliverable
D3.1 Requirement Analysis and Technologies Evaluation for Train’s Wireless Backbone [1].
In this deliverable, firstly, the state of the art of the GNSS and IMU technologies, fusion alternatives
and algorithms, that are currently found in the literature. Secondly, requirements gathered form
the end users are summarized in order to provide the ones related exclusively with the position
performance. Once all this information is presented, the proposed positioning solution is
presented. The novelty of this solution is based on having two different components on the overall
positioning architecture. The wagon on-board unit (wOBU), with reduced capabilities due to lack
of electrification and thus computational power, and the locomotive on-board unit (LOBU) with a
higher performance. The LOBU takes advantage of the different wOBUs deployed in each wagon
using a collaborative positioning technique.
Additionally, the simulation and validation platform employed for the validation of the positioning
solution is described. This platform enables the automation of the simulation and enhances the
performance analysis user experience. The generation of the three validation scenarios requested
by the end user has been carried out by this platform, allowing to analyse the performance of the
positioning solution.
Finally, the obtained perfomance results are presented and conclusions are drawn. The most
important conclusion that can be obtained from the results is that:






The inclusion of map information to fully exploit the rail-bound train motion is a viable
idea.
The implementation using path coordinates is feasible with a limited effort. Established
tools such as the Kalman filter can be used if the problem is formulated as in this
deliverable.
Speed information is very important to limit the error growth during GNSS outages.
The combination of several wOBU position estimates can be used to support the sensor
systems at the locomotive.
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2. Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation / Acronyms
ECEF
EKF
ENU
GLONASS
GNSS
GPS
GSM-R
HPL
ILS
IMU
KF
LOBU
LOS
LS
NLOS
PU
PVT
RTK
SNR
TCMS
ToA
wOBU
WP

G A H2020 – 730617

Description
Earth-Centered, Earth-Fixed
Extended Kalman Filter
East North Up Coordinate System
Global'naya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema
Global Navigation Satellite System
Global Positioning System
Global System for Mobile Communications – Railway
Horizontal Protection Level
Iterative Least Squares
Inertial Measurement unit
Kalman Filter
Locomotive On-Board Unit
Line of Sight
Least Squares method
Non-Line of Sight
Processing Unit
Position, Velocity and Time
Real Time Kinematic
Signal to noise ratio
Train Control and Monitoring System
Time of Arrival
Wagon On-Board Unit
Work Package
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3. Background
The present document constitutes the Deliverable D3.4 “Algorithm for positioning rail freight” in
the framework of the S2R FR8RAIL WP3 of IP5, Task 3.2. Definition and development of the
positioning algorithm based on the use cases defined by the end users. The task consist mainly of
the evaluation of the proposed algorithm and assessment of the performance of the wOBU and
LOBU system to be installed in the wagon and locomotive respectively.
This deliverable describes the positioning solutions and algorithms for the freight rail position
determination and in connected to other deliverables of WP3 ‘Telematics & Electrification’.
WP3 is closely aligned with WP6 ‘High level System architecture and integration’ and WP2
‘Condition based and Predictive Maintenance’. It has also relation with the X2R2 WP3 ’Safe Train
Position’ and WP4 ‘Train Integrity’ from IP2 of Shift2Rail.
The results included in this deliverable will be used in the early stage of FR8RAIL II to give a first
approach to the system architecture.
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4. Objective/Aim
The objective of WP3 is the development and validation of the a freight train positioning solution,
which will provide essential input information for different applications such as condition based
and predictive maintenance, logistic services, traffic management, real time network management
and intelligent gate terminals.
The development comprises the definition of an architecture that consists mainly of a wagon OnBoard Unit (wOBU) and Locomotive On-Board unit (LOBU), the positioning solution will act as
enabler for other services/operations such as integrity or coupling services. In this deliverable the
wOBU and LOBU positioning solutions are developed and validated from a functional point of view.
The wOBU and LOBU will be the basis for being able to implement applications, such as automatic
train set-up functionalities as well as a technical solution to provide information to the train to the
Train Control and Monitoring System (TCMS).
The objectives of this deliverable are:
 to provide a brief description of the technologies, strategies and algorithms used for
positioning (section 5),
 to list the user requirements for the freight wagon and freight train position (section 6),
 to provide a first description of the positioning solution architecture (section 0),
 to describe the positioning algorithms of the wOBU and LOBU components (section 0),
 to validate the solution using the Use Cases defined in previous deliverable of WP3 (section
0),
 to present first performance analysis for the positioning algorithms (section 9),
 to give an overview of the positioning solution results (section 0), and
 to provide conclusions coming from the results obtained (section 11)
The main results are the validation positioning performance requirements. They will facilitate the
later use of positioning to more specific operations.
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5. Background on Sensors Technologies and Algorithms
This section includes background information about the positioning technologies employed
nowadays, such as Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), Inertial Measurement Units (IMU),
integration of both GNSS and IMU, sensor fusion strategies and railway maps and coordinates.

5.1. Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)
GNSS determine the three-dimensional receiver position from satellite signals. At least four
satellites must be in view so that the position and the unknown receiver clock offset can be
estimated from the transmission and reception time differences. With receivers that process
signals from, e.g. the GPS, GLONASS, and Galileo systems, the number of potentially visible
satellites has increased in recent years [2], [3].
As mentioned, positioning with GNSS is based on the Time-of-Arrival (ToA) concept which is used
to measure the ranges between the user and satellites. The range is derived from measured time
difference. In Figure 5-1, ri represents the geometric range between the ith satellite and the user.
If the satellite time, at which the signal was transmitted, is designed as ts, and the receiver time,
at which the signal arrived at the receiver, is designed as tu, then
𝑟 = 𝑐 · (𝑡𝑢 − 𝑡𝑠 ) = 𝑐 · ∆𝑡
where c stands for the speed of light. However, the transmitted signal in space, apart from the
user and the satellite clock offsets, also is delayed by various other error components, such as
ionospheric error, tropospheric error and multipath error. Therefore, the observed range, as
opposed to the geometric range, is called a pseudorange measurement, which is denoted as ρ and
can be expressed as:
𝜌𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖 + 𝑐 · 𝑡𝑢 + 𝜀𝑙
where εi is the composite of errors produced by, e.g. atmospheric delays, multipath, satellite
ephemeris errors.

Figure 5-1 Satellite to user ranges
This means that the measured ranges could therefore vary from a few metres to a few thousand
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kilometres depending on all this error and normally treated as an unknown parameter in the
position computations. However, the simplest way to approach this problem is to build an
equation system where the number of equations is greater that the number of unknowns.
In Figure 5-1, the satellites’ positions are expressed as (xi, yi, zi) and the user position is denoted as
(xu, yu, zu), for which x, y, z are the values in the Earth-Centred Earth-Fixed (ECEF) coordinate
system. Therefore, the geometric range, ri, can be computed by the following equation:
𝑟𝑖= √(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑢 )2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑢 )2 + (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑢 )2
Consequently, the equation system can be expressed as:
√(𝒙𝟏 − 𝒙𝒖 )𝟐 + (𝒚𝟏 − 𝒚𝒖 )𝟐 + (𝒛𝟏 − 𝒛𝒖 )𝟐 + 𝒄 · 𝒕𝒖 + 𝜺𝟏 = 𝝆𝟏
√(𝒙𝟐 − 𝒙𝒖 )𝟐 + (𝒚𝟐 − 𝒚𝒖 )𝟐 + (𝒛𝟐 − 𝒛𝒖 )𝟐 + 𝒄 · 𝒕𝒖 + 𝜺𝟐 = 𝝆𝟐
√(𝒙𝟑 − 𝒙𝒖 )𝟐 + (𝒚𝟑 − 𝒚𝒖 )𝟐 + (𝒛𝟑 − 𝒛𝒖 )𝟐 + 𝒄 · 𝒕𝒖 + 𝜺𝟑 = 𝝆𝟑
⋮
𝟐
𝟐
√(𝒙𝒊 − 𝒙𝒖 ) + (𝒚𝒊 − 𝒚𝒖 ) + (𝒛𝒊 − 𝒛𝒖 )𝟐 + 𝒄 · 𝒕𝒖 + 𝜺𝒊 = 𝝆𝒊
Where i depends on the number of satellites that are in the view. Therefore, the GNSS navigation
systems can compute a three-dimensional (3D) position only when the GNSS antenna can receive
at least four different satellite signals to solve four unknowns, comprising three coordinates of the
user position (xu, yu, zu) and one receiver clock offset (tu).
The non-linear equation system is linearized using Taylor series about an initial estimate. Thus, the
problem is moved into and optimization problem that minimizes the residual errors. This is
obtained by deriving the linearized function and iterating recursively. This method of position
computation is known as iterative least-square (LS) (see Appendix 13.1)
Still, GNSS measurements are subject to errors. Propagation delays have been treated as
uncertainties. However, advanced GNSS processing techniques can be used to reduce the effects
of some error sources. Many concepts to improve GNSS measurements rely on the processing of
additionally received signals, which is reflected in the umbrella term GNSS augmentation [2].
Satellite-based augmentation systems (SBAS), e.g. the European EGNOS service [3], provide
correction data about the satellite clock errors.
Recent years have seen the development of advanced processing techniques to obtain more and
more accurate position information from GNSS data. Although some techniques are tailored for
the case of a stationary receiver, there are solutions also for the dynamic case. Especially
important are differential GNSS techniques (DGNSS) that process the information of base stations
in addition to the satellite signals collected by the receiver. Simply put, a number of GNSS errors
can be eliminated at the receiver given the exact location of geographically fixed base stations. A
detailed overview of DGNSS techniques is given in [3].
A promising development is real-time kinematic (RTK) positioning. RTK relies on carrier phase
measurements which, in comparison to GNSS positioning based on pseudo-range measurements,
leads to an improved precision. In suitable conditions, the errors decrease from several decimetres
to centimetre range. However, RTK entails a further challenge as the carrier phase measurements
provide information about the phase shift of the carrier wave signals between the satellite and
the receiver but not the integer number of cycles on between them. This is known as integer
G A H2020 – 730617
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ambiguity problem. In RTK positioning, the integer ambiguities are resolved using the information
of a precisely localized base station that transmits its phase and code measurements to the
receiver to be positioned (known as rover). The base station should be in the vicinity of the rover,
with a distance of at most 10 to 20 km. With the base station measurements and signal
differencing techniques, an initial non-integer solution of the number of cycles is first computed
and then used as initial value for an integer-valued optimization problem. The rover is localized
relative to the base station; the well-known base station position is then used to compute an
absolute rover position. This rough description does not cover all the details of RTK processing and
the interested reader is referred to Chapter 26 of [3] for an extensive treatment.
From a user perspective, RTK is promising. However, there are challenges that cannot be fully
addressed in many cases. First, the integer ambiguity resolution requires a number of common
satellites to be seen by base station and rover. Signal loss at the rover can lead to immediate decay
of the RTK quality because the integer ambiguity solution needs to be resolved. Second, RTK
cannot be used to eliminate local errors that depend on the environment of the rover. Multi-path
and non-line-of-sight errors are not addressed by RTK. The effect of multi-path is reduced by
working with phase measurements, though. Third, RTK has its origin as technique for GPS signals.
Transferral of the ideas to other systems such as Galileo or GLONASS requires extra work. Solutions
are not yet readily available. A last challenge is perhaps most important for the application of RTK
for freight trains. The need for base station requires track side infrastructure that needs to be
installed and maintained. Alternatively, existing base stations in the vicinity of the railway tracks
must be used. Base stations operated by commercial providers require extra subscription costs
but might not be suitable for rovers in challenging railway environments.
Because of the above reasons, it is concluded that RTK is not fully suitable for the positioning of
freight trains. The requirement of base stations remains as largest challenge. With the several onboard units on the wagons of a freight train, as suggested in this deliverable, the overall positioning
of the entire train can be improved however. Instead of RTK, a collaborative approach that
combines the information provided by the wagon on-board units at the locomotive on-board unit
is developed.
Even with GNSS augmentation, some errors are difficult to eliminate. Specifically, multipath and
non-line-of-sight (NLOS) situations are highly time and location dependent and difficult to handle.
Scenarios without sky view altogether, e.g. tunnels, render GNSS systems temporarily useless.
Often, the foliage next to a railway track is enough to leave only a small corridor for unobstructed
satellite view.
The exclusive use of GNSS suffers from limited availability and position errors that are difficult to
characterize and predict. The combination of GNSS with IMU and other sensors, often termed
integrated navigation, is an example of multi-sensor fusion and can alleviate this problem.
An established multi-sensor fusion framework that can be used to combine different
measurements with train motion models is Bayesian filtering in state-space models [4], [5]. Here,
the position and other quantities of interest are combined into a so-called state vector.
Mathematical equations describe how the state changes over time and how it is related to the
different measurements. Process and measurement noise signals account for uncertainties in the
relations. The Bayesian filtering approach provides appealing conceptual solutions for estimating
the state. Unfortunately, it is not possible to directly implement these solutions as computer code
in most cases. Therefore, approximations based on Kalman filters (KF) are typically employed.
These provide an exact solution for one special case of the Bayesian filtering problem and are
G A H2020 – 730617
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simple to implement.
Multi-sensor fusion with KF accommodates GNSS and IMU measurements very well. Also further
sensors can be easily included, e.g. position information from the GSM-R network, odometers,
balise readers, or camera systems that detect specific landmarks. Hence, the framework is very
flexible. Furthermore, KF provide probabilistic estimates of the state vector, comprising a point
estimate and a covariance matrix. Hence, the uncertainty in the state estimates is quantified,
which can provide valuable information for integrity monitoring. Finally, the KF framework is wellestablished in many navigation problems and provides practical guidelines for assessing the quality
of measurements and the removal of outliers.

5.2. Inertial Measurement Units (IMU)
An IMU is a device that has gyroscopes, accelerometers and magnetometers that usually are
displaced along three mutually orthogonal axes. The use of the IMU increases the availability of
the positioning solution due to the fact that it is an autonomous system that is not affected by the
coverage or other external signals [2], [6].
The main idea of inertial navigation is Newton’s First Law: “A body will continue in its state of rest,
or of uniform motion in a straight line, unless an external force is applied to it”. The accelerometers
detect the acceleration changes due to the gravity forces, the gyroscopes the changes in the
rotational attributes and the magnetometers measures the direction and strength of the magnetic
field in a location.
The acceleration and turn rate information is integrated over the time to compute a position
estimate. This means that the introduced errors are being accumulated until the positioning
systems is calibrated. The main error sources are considered noise and calibration errors. Even if
these are mainly smaller than the measured parameter, the cumulative effect makes the IMU to
reduce the reliability over time.
This error have to be modelled properly to include the information in a reliable manner inside the
advanced algorithms to extract significant information. Usually, the error is mainly modelled by a
constant error (bias) and a system model noise. Additionally, other error such related with the
alignment of the inner components and their orthogonality are present, but usually neglected.
Magnetometers measure the magnetic field of a location. This information is valuable in many
sectors. However, the amount of metallic structures and components that are being moving
relatively to the sensor procures heavy disturbances, making the use of it difficult in the railway
environment. This is why usually, the use of the magnetometers is avoided and the fusion between
the GNSS and IMU systems are based on the accelerometer and gyroscope information.
In the next section, how this fusion can be carried out is explained from the high level block
diagram point of view.

5.3. GNSS and IMU integration
Data fusion between GNSS and IMU can be done in many ways. In this section the most common
ones are going to be introduced. The fusion strategies leave open the optimal estimator that
should be selected [6]
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5.3.1. Loosely coupled
Each system (GNSS and IMU systems) obtains a position velocity and attitude estimation
independently. The information obtained is fused using an optimal estimator in order to obtain a
third solution.

Figure 5-2 Loosely coupled integration scheme [6]

5.3.2. Tightly coupled
Pseudo-range and pseudo-range rate from GNSS and accelerations and rotation rates from the
IMU are mixed by a single estimator in order to achieve a single position estimation.

Figure 5-3 Tightly coupled integration scheme [6]

5.3.3. Deeply coupled
The main advantage of this method, also known as ultra-tightly coupled integration, is that the
dynamics of the host vehicle are compensated in the GNSS tracking loops using the Doppler
information. Various configurations for ultra-tightly coupled integration exist. The estimator
combines the pseudo-ranges or the In-phase and Quadrature measurements from the GNSS with
the navigation parameters obtained from the IMU in order to render the estimated Doppler. This
Doppler is used to remove the dynamics from the GNSS signal entering the tracking loops, reducing
in this way the carrier tracking loop bandwidth. This integration is more complex and requires
access to the GNSS hardware, but it can improve the quality of the raw measurements and the
anti-jamming performance comparing with the integrations presented before [6].
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Figure 5-4 Deeply coupled integration [6]

5.4. Sensor Fusion Background
The problems addressed in this deliverable follow a general pattern that is encountered in many
technical areas. The problem is to estimate dynamic quantities from an incoming stream of
measurements. It is roughly known how the unknown quantities change over time and how the
measurements are related to the unknowns that cause them. A general framework to approach
such problems is known as statistical sensor fusion or state estimation.
The following paragraphs give a very brief introduction to statistical sensor fusion and its main
tool, the Kalman filter (KF). The first sensor fusion attempts (in fact: the KF) date back to the 1950s.
Hence, the field is well evolved and the literature is rich. Up-to-date textbooks that provide a good
starting point include [5] and [7]. An introduction to the topic is also provided in the PhD thesis of
one of the authors [4].
The basis of sensor fusion is the concept of stochastic state space models. These provide a flexible
mathematical abstraction of real world processes and the tools to perform estimation for these
models. The central idea is to work on a state vector 𝑥 that comprises the quantities of interest.
In the case of rail vehicle positioning 𝑥 comprises the vehicle position and speed in a chosen
coordinate frame. The state transition equation describes how the state evolves from time step 𝑘
to time step 𝑘 + 1:
𝑥𝑘+1 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑘 , 𝑣𝑘 )
The time steps are determined by an internal clock of constant frequency. The state transition
function 𝑓 is typically governed by the underlying physics and, for example, describes how
upcoming positions are determined by the current position and speed. The auxiliary variable 𝑣𝑘 is
called process noise and can be used to describe unknown or uncertain input signals and
disturbances that affect the state. For many applications, 𝑣𝑘 is modelled as Gaussian noise with a
known mean value and covariance. Let 𝑦𝑘 be a vector of measurements that are available at
time 𝑘. The relation to the state vector is modelled by a measurement equation
𝑦𝑘 = ℎ(𝑥𝑘 ) + 𝑒𝑘
Here, 𝑒𝑘 is an auxiliary variable called measurement noise and used to described the error
characteristics of the respective measurements. Again, a Gaussian distribution is the most
common choice. Similar to 𝑓 the function ℎ is governed by the physical that relate the state and
G A H2020 – 730617
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the measurements. The above state transition and measurement equations in addition to the
statistical description of the noise terms 𝑣𝑘 and 𝑒𝑘 for all 𝑘 and a statistical description of the initial
state 𝑥0 form a stochastic state space model [5]
The above description is very general and can be used to theoretically estimate the probability
density of the state given a sequence of incoming measurements. However, the elegant
mathematical solutions known as Bayesian filtering recursion [5] cannot be translated to
algorithms except for a few special cases. If the state space model is linear, however, the KF
provides a recursive solution to optimally estimate the state vector and its uncertainty. For a linear
state space model of the form
𝑥𝑘 = 𝐹𝑥𝑘 + 𝐺𝑣𝑘 ,
𝑦𝑘 = 𝐻𝑥𝑘 + 𝑒𝑘 ,
with zero-mean process and measurement noise with covariance matrices 𝑄𝑘 and 𝑅𝑘 , the KF
equations can be written as follows. The time update predicts the state estimate and its covariance
from time 𝑘 to 𝑘 + 1:
𝑥̂𝑘+1|𝑘 = 𝐹𝑥̂𝑘|𝑘 + 𝐺𝑣̂𝑘 ,
𝑃𝑘+1|𝑘 = 𝐹𝑃𝑘|𝑘 𝐹 𝑇 + 𝐺𝑄𝑘 𝐺 𝑇 .
The state estimate and its covariance matrix can be interpreted as the parameters of a Gaussian
distribution. The indexing 𝑘 + 1|𝑘 is to be understood as “state estimate and covariance at time
𝑘 + 1 given all the measurements up to time 𝑘”. The measurement update combines 𝑦𝑘 and a
previous prediction as follows:
𝐾𝑘 = 𝐻(𝑃𝑘|𝑘−1 )𝑇 (𝐻𝑃𝑘|𝑘−1 𝐻 𝑇 + 𝑅𝑘 )−1 ,
𝑥̂𝑘|𝑘 = 𝑥̂𝑘|𝑘−1 + 𝐾𝑘 (𝑦𝑘 − 𝐻𝑥̂𝑘|𝑘−1 ),
𝑃𝑘|𝑘 = 𝑃𝑘|𝑘−1 − 𝐾𝑘 𝑃𝑘|𝑘−1 (𝐾𝑘 )𝑇
The time and measurement updates are initialized for 𝑘 = 0 using the information about 𝑥0 and
then iterated as measurements come in. For the case of absent measurements, the prediction
results are maintained as filtering results. That is, 𝑥̂𝑘|𝑘 = 𝑥̂𝑘|𝑘−1 and 𝑃𝑘|𝑘 = 𝑃𝑘|𝑘−1 .
The above equations are possibly the closest thing to “the Kalman filter”. However, with the
dependence on the chosen models and tuning parameters, there is no such thing as “the KF” in
practice. Furthermore, nonlinear relations and more complicated noise distributions than the
Gaussian often lead to the application of approximate KF. Especially for nonlinear models, there is
a large selection of “nonlinear KF” as described in [8]. The closest relative to the linear KF equations
is the linearization-based extended KF (EKF) that is internally used in many GNSS receivers.
One important feature of KF approaches is that not only estimates of the state are provided. In
addition, the covariance matrices carry information about the prediction and filtering errors. The
square roots of the diagonal elements of 𝑃𝑘|𝑘 can be interpreted as the standard deviations of the
respective state components. This information is immediately interpretable by the user and can
be used for subsequent decision making tasks.

5.4.1. Railway maps and coordinates
Rail vehicles are constrained to move along railway tracks. Transitions from one track to another
can only happen at railway switches. Positioning algorithms that exploit this fact require map
information of a specific form.
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The format in which map information is provided is an extensive topic in itself. For the purpose of
map-supported positioning we describe two approaches and the requirements on the map. The
first one can be termed “simple map matching” and requires only the track geometries. The
second is employed in the LOBU positioning concept of this deliverable and requires connection
information in terms of which track transitions are possible.
For track-selective positioning it is useful to define a track as the rail segment between two
switches (or bumpers in the case of a dead end). The geometry of each track can be modelled in
several ways. The simplest option for digital track representation is an ordered collection of points
that are connected by straight line segments. This representation is economical in terms of storage
because long straight stretches can be represented by few points. Curves require a higher spatial
point density to represent the reality without larger modelling errors. In order to distinguish the
tracks, the respective points must carry a unique track identifier. Further information such as track
segment angles, track lengths, and even curvature can be derived from the points of each track.
The above representation fully describes the track geometry. Hence, it can be used for geometric
operations that connect the on-track position for a given track (a one-dimensional distance 𝑑𝑡 ∈
[0, 𝐿𝑡 ] for a track of length 𝐿𝑡 with track identifier 𝑡) to a position in a local Cartesian coordinate
frame (a two-dimensional vector 𝑝 ∈ 𝐑2 ). Going from track coordinates (𝑡, 𝑑𝑡 ) to Cartesian
coordinates 𝑝 requires finding the corresponding line segment and subsequent mapping using
trigonometric relations. The correspondence is exact. Let this mapping be denoted by
𝑝 = 𝜙𝑡 (𝑑𝑡 ).
For arbitrary Cartesian coordinates 𝑝 there is no exact on-track position in general. However,
orthogonal projections onto the line segments of a track 𝑡 can be used to find the closest on-track
position in the least-squares sense. Let this projection be denoted by
𝑑𝑡 = 𝜓𝑡 (𝑝).
For an arbitrary position 𝑝, the resulting projection error is given by
𝜀𝑡 = 𝑝 − 𝜙𝑡 (𝜓𝑡 (𝑝)).
Unless 𝑝 lies on a line segment belonging to track 𝑡, the error 𝜀𝑡 is non-zero. By computing the
projection error for all prospective tracks in the vicinity of a position 𝑝 and selecting the track with
the smallest error, on-track positions can be obtained. In this way, positions from a GNSS receiver,
for example, can be transformed into matched on-track positions. This procedure is often known
as map matching. One drawback of map matching is that on-track positions might jump from one
track to another depending on the measurements and their distances to the nearby tracks. Such
jumps certainly go beyond the actual rail vehicle motion. The on-track positioning concept for the
LOBU that are described in this deliverable can eliminate this drawback but require some extra
information, as described below.
Rail vehicle motion is typically not constrained to a single track but to paths in the network. Here,
the term path is to be understood as a sequence of tracks that can be visited by a rail vehicle
between starting and stopping. Hence, the rail network topology must be modelled and the paths
must be in accordance with the topology. A suitable abstraction for the railway topology is a
mathematical graph [9] in which each node corresponds to a track in the network. Graph edges
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are included for allowed track transitions only. Furthermore, the connection information can be
included in the edge weights to determine whether, say, track 𝑡𝑖 and track 𝑡𝑗 are connected at
their starting or end points, respectively. Figure 5-5 shows an example graph of a railway network
belonging to the Braunschweig harbour railway.

Figure 5-5 Example of network
With the above definition of a path as sequence of tracks that a rail vehicle can visit between start
and stop, it is advisable to treat each of the “journeys” separately. For online positioning, this
requires the detection of motion based on the GNSS speed or acceleration data. Robust motion
detectors based on, for example, IMU data only are simple to construct because the power in the
vibrations differ significantly in standstill and motion.
Given a path in the railway network, the idea of track coordinates can be extended to path
coordinates. Let 𝑃 denote the path and 𝑑 and 𝑠 be the one-dimensional distance and speed on
the path, respectively. Functions for coordinate conversions can be constructed from 𝜙𝑡 (𝑑𝑡 ) and
𝜓𝑡 (𝑝). Let
𝑝 = 𝜙(𝑑)
denote the mapping from a distance on the path 𝑃 to local Cartesian coordinates. Let
𝑑 = 𝜓(𝑝)
denote the “path-matched” distance on a path 𝑃 that is obtained by minimizing the projection
error
𝜀 = 𝑝 − 𝜙(𝜓(𝑝))
in the least-squares sense. These functions are essential for the positioning approach on the
locomotive on-board unit.
For obtaining the path 𝑃 there are several options. In the freight train context, the path is dictated
by the network operators. It is conceivable that this information, and changes in the path, can be
queried from a data base. If the path is to be estimated from online measurement data and the
map itself, then optimization approaches are advisable. Upon reaching a railway switch, path
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hypothesis must be spawned with the possible follow-up tracks appended to the latest path. GNSS
positions can then be mapped to each of the path hypotheses. Under reasonable GNSS conditions,
the correct path with provide a lower projection error on average. Depending on the local
conditions, it can take a certain time before the correct path can be resolved from a list of path
hypotheses. Further sensor data can simplify matters. With balises at the beginning of each track
and a balise reader on the locomotive, the correct path can be found immediately after transition
to a new track.

6. Requirements of the positioning function
The requirements gathered from the end users presented here, are the ones related with the
position performance only, as these are the one that are assessed in this WP (see Appendix 13.2).
These requirements are a part of the full list of requirements defined in D3.1 [1].
Summary list of the requirements related exclusively with the position solution performance and
validation:


PVT solution per wagon (wOBU-15, wOBU-16, wOBU-17, wOBU-22, wOBU-23 and wOBU56).



Positioning solution availability of 95% of the journey (wOBU-51, wOBU-54 and wOBU-59).



GNSS accuracy of 5m in clear sky (wOBU-62).



Locomotive shall be track selective the 95% (wOBU-49, wOBU-52, wOBU-66 and wOBU67).



Alerting when GNSS not available for 10 seconds or protection level greater than 50 meters
(wOBU-63).



Validation of the systems under three relevant freight scenarios (wOBU-70, wOBU-71 and
wOBU-72).

The positioning function requirements request a solution capable of providing a time and position
estimate per wagon is required. This implies some constraints, such as having a particular on-board
unit in each of the wagon, and thus reduces the possibilities of the system architecture. In the
following section the system architecture to fulfil this requirement is presented.
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7. System architecture
Having the requirements listed in the previous section as a starting point and taking into account
the possible cost of the system, mainly two subsystems were defined. On the one hand, a solution
for the wagons (wOBU – wagon On-Board Unit), for which the cost should be as reduced as
possible. On the other hand, a solution for the locomotive (LOBU – Locomotive On-Board Unit).
This locomotive solution, has a higher performance hardware and additionally combines the
information estimated by the different wagons, with the aim of improving the performance of the
positioning function.

Figure 7-1 Positioning solution overall architecture

7.1. wOBU
The wOBU system, installed in the wagon, is in charge of providing a position estimate to the LOBU.
The wOBU system is divided in five main blocks as shown in Figure 7-2 :
 Power system: This system is in charge of generating (Power Generator) and managing
(Power Management Unit) the power to the wOBU system and all the components that
need to be electrified. The selected systems are contactless power supply generator
providing an autonomous source of power. Contactless power systems provide inductive
power obtained from a dynamo, that is, an electrical generator that produces direct
current using commutators. It uses rotating coils of wire and magnetic fields in order to
convert rotation into electric current according to Faraday’s law of induction. Auxiliary
batteries are needed to overcome the drawbacks of this system when the train is not
moving.
 GNSS positioning: it received the RF signal from the GNSS antennas and the GNSS combiner
provides the pseudorange and ephemeris information to the wOBU Processing Unit (wOBU
PU) where information is used in the position algorithm to provide estimate.
 IMU: it offers acceleration information to support the positioning estimate by means of
dead reckoning technique.
 Communication module: it is the gateway to the LOBU. It allows the communication of the
position estimate and the communication between the LOBU and the wOBU PU.
 wOBU Processing Unit: it is the core of the wOBU system and the one that manages all the
information sources to generate a position estimate.
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Figure 7-2 wOBU architecture block diagram

7.2. LOBU
The LOBU, installed in the locomotive, is responsible to collect the position estimated form the
wagons and obtain its own position estimate. In contrast to the wOBU, the LOBU does not carry
hardware for power generation, because locomotives are already electrified and includes a LOBU
processing module that is computationally stronger than the wOBU PU. The LOBU PU is used to
carry and process a digital track map for positioning purposes. On the other hand, the modules
related to GNSS and IMU, and the communication modules are present on the LOBU too. In
addition, the LOBU can be equipped with:
 A balise reader.
 A camera system and an image processing unit that can be used to detect known
landmarks. Its use for track determination after switches is also conceivable.
Figure 7-3 depicts the architecture of the LOBU system.

Figure 7-3 LOBU architecture diagram block
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8. Positioning Algorithms
This section introduces the positioning algorithms developed for both m the wOBU and the
LOBU. Additionally the collaborative positioning strategy developed that makes use of the
positioning estimated of all the systems is also explained.

8.1. wOBU
This section describes the positioning solution presented for the wagon On-Board Unit (wOBU).
The wOBU combines the GNSS and the IMU technologies to provide a position estimation that
latterly will be used by the LOBU. Having more simple solutions reduces the features of the
algorithm and this is why map matching techniques and collaborative positioning based on all
wOBUs information are only carried out in the LOBU.
One of the aim of the solution is to be as available as possible according to requirement wOBU59. For that, the fusion of GNSS positioning with the IMU is proposed allowing the wOBU to
increase the availability up to a 100%. However, as mentioned on Section 5.2, IMU suffers from an
error accumulation, meaning that, the accuracy of the solution decreases along the time if the
position is not reset using other more precise information such as GNSS information.
Then, the straightforward approach is the use of dead-reckoning techniques to compute the
position estimate. This means using the GNSS receiver information every time it is available and in
the meanwhile update the position using the IMU acceleration and gyroscopes until the position
is reset again with the GNSS information. However, this solution relies blindly on the position
estimate provided by the GNSS receiver and this has some drawback because there are several
effects that have a direct impact on the final position estimate, for example, in tunnels, the
previous GNSS position estimates before the dead-reckoning could not be accurate due to the
configuration of visible satellites (Dilution of Precision), or due to the signal degradation around
the tunnel area. GNSS receiver will provide misleading information which is latterly used as the
reliable starting point of the IMU.
The proposed solution is to integrate GNSS and IMU using a tightly coupled architecture (see
Section 5.3.2). This means that the GNSS solution will provide the pseudo-range information of
each of the satellites in view and the IMU provides the acceleration, velocity and attitude. All this
information will be assessed in an optimal estimator to provide the final position estimate and the
confidence interval. Using this approach, previously mentioned drawbacks are minimized as the
quality of the signals are taken into consideration to provide the final position estimate.
The mentioned optimal estimator selected is based on the Kalman filter (KF) described in Section
5.4. The solution the, is divided in two main parts. The first one related with the state vector and
prediction model and the second one the estimation section, in which the position estimate and
the covariance matrices are corrected based on the GNSS and IMU technologies.
First of all the state vector has to be defined. For this case the following state vector and prediction
model has been [10]:
𝑥 = [𝑥 𝑥̇ 𝑥̈ 𝑦 𝑦̇ 𝑦̈ 𝑧 𝑧̇ 𝑧̈ 𝑐∆𝑡 ].
There must be assumed that the state vector components are not statistically coupled in order to
define the state transition matrix as:
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𝐴 0 0 0
𝑭 = [ 0 𝐴 0 0 ],
0 0 𝐴 0
0 0 0 1
Where,
1 𝑇
𝑨 = [0 1
0 0

𝑇 2 /2
𝑇 ]
1

𝑥̂𝑘+1|𝑘 = 𝑭𝑥𝑘
In the prediction state, constraints related with the train dynamics are applied. The constraints are
linked to the train characteristics, such as maximum velocity and acceleration. Additionally,
advantage of the one dimension problem of the railway domain in this case with the use of map
information. However, this kind of constraints have moved to the LOBU (see Section 8.2 and 8.3).
After the prediction state is computed, some information is required in order to use the GNSS
pseudo-range measurement. As this is ranging information collected by the receiver, also the
ephemeris information of the satellites is required. If this information of each satellite is not
obtained the information cannot be used.
As it has been explained in Section 5.1, it is not a linear problem. Thus, the state estimation process
has to be linearized, by transforming ℎ(𝑥𝑘 ) in a linear matrix by using the Jacobian (see also
Appendix 13.1, for linearization).
𝑯=

𝜕ℎ
|
𝑥 𝑥=𝑥̂𝑘+1|𝑘

The measurement covariance matrix, 𝑅𝑘 , is a diagonal matrix, due to the assumption that all the
measurements are uncorrelated. Additional, weight can be applied in to this matrix based on the
physical factors of the signal, such as elevation or SNR.
Then, following the KF formulas (see Section 5.4) the rest of parameters are calculated such as the
Kalman gain, that will determine the effect of the measurement vector in the final position
estimate.The result of the filter is an estimate 𝑥̂𝑘|𝑘 and a covariance 𝑃𝑘|𝑘 for each time step 𝑘.
This information is sent to the LOBU and the map information and collaborative positioning
concept is carried out in order to improve the first wOBU position estimation and bound the
solution into a track.

8.2. LOBU
This section describes a positioning concept that combines sensor data with map information in
order to obtain on-track positions. The main component is a Kalman filter (KF) that updates a state
vector which is parametrized in path coordinates. The KF background is briefly described in Section
5.1.4, the required path coordinates have been introduced in Section 5.1.5.
Rail vehicles are constrained to move along railway tracks. Transitions from on track to another
are only possible at track switches. The concept of a path as sequence of tracks that – in
accordance with the rail network topology – can be visited by a rail vehicle within a single journey
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is essential to exploit this information. Hence, a state vector that describes the rail vehicle position
and velocity in path coordinates is chosen. With a path 𝑃 at hand, the state vector be given by
𝑥 = (𝑑, 𝑠).
Here, 𝑑 is the scalar distance on the path 𝑃 and 𝑠 is the speed. Both speed and distance are
constrained: 𝑑 ∈ [0, 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] with the upper bound determined by the length of the path; 𝑠 ∈
[−𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] with the bounds determined by the maximum train speed. Positive speeds mean
forward motion, negative speeds backward motion. It should be noted that during a journey
(between two vehicle stops) the train speed should not change sign.
The KF (in all its variants) works on discrete-time state space models. Let 𝑘 denote the time index
and 𝑇 the sampling time between two instances 𝑘 and 𝑘 + 1. We assume that 𝑇 is constant and
reasonably small. For rail vehicle applications, an internal rate for the KF of 10 … 100 Hz is
conceivable because that is a typical update rate provided by inertial measurement units. A rate
of 100 Hz translates to a sampling frequency of 𝑇 = 0.01 seconds. GNSS measurements typically
arrive at a lower rate of 1 … 5 Hz. Consequently, GNSS measurements are not available for all 𝑘.
Landmark and balise measurements do not appear periodically at all. In a KF framework such
circumstances do not pose a problem because the corresponding KF measurement updates can
just be skipped in the absence.
For rail vehicles, a suitable motion model to describe the evolution of 𝑥 from one time instance to
the next is a constant velocity model [7] of the form
1
𝑥𝑘+1 = [
0

2
𝑇
] 𝑥𝑘 + [𝑇 /2] 𝑣𝑘 = 𝑭𝑥𝑘 + 𝑮𝑣𝑘 .
1
𝑇

The model is well established in the filtering literature and a standard choice. Its origin is in simple
particle motion driven by small random accelerations. The process noise 𝑣𝑘 can be used to include
the longitudinal acceleration measurements provided by an IMU in a KF time update. Depending
on the internal update rate, there might not be IMU measurements for all 𝑘. For such instances,
𝑣𝑘 is assumed 0. Conversely, if there are several IMU data for a time instance, some form of
averaging can be performed to reduce errors in the IMU.
In addition to the motion model, measurement models must be provided for all available
measurements. That is, the information of each sensor and its relation to the state vector must be
described in the form of equations. The most important sensors are addressed in the following
list.
 GNSS measurements provide information about the antenna position and its speed, if a
loosely coupled approach to integrated navigation is chosen. The speed is directly derived
from the Doppler shifts in the carrier waves of the received satellite signals. Typically, GNSS
speed measurements are therefore very accurate in good conditions. The GNSS position is
typically computed from pseudo-ranges that originate from the correlating the received
GNSS code with an internal copy in the receiver. Because the speed is derived from Doppler
shifts and the position from code measurements, it is possible to treat them as separate
sensors.
 GNSS provide only the absolute value of the speed. Therefore, the measurement equation
can be written as
𝑠̅𝑘 = |𝑠𝑘 | + 𝑠̃𝑘 .
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The overbar denotes the actual measurement, which is composed of the unknown true
speed and an error term (marked with a tilde). The measurement relation is nonlinear
because of the absolute value. The speed error is highly location depended. Most receivers
provide some form of accuracy indication that can be used to assess the quality of the
measurement.
The GNSS position is typically provided as latitude/longitude couple which is then first
converted into the Cartesian coordinates of a local coordinate frame. An example of a local
frame could be an appropriate zone of the UTM grid, for example, UTM32 for northern
Germany. For such a Cartesian positon, the measurement equation is given by
𝑝̅𝑘 = 𝜙(𝑑𝑘 ) + 𝑝̃𝑘 .



Hence, the position is nonlinearly related to the distance in path coordinates. The function
𝜙(. ) maps distances to Cartesian positions. Again, an error term marked with a tilde is
included. The error characteristics are strongly location dependent. Again, the accuracy
information provided in a GNSS receiver can be used.
Landmark detection or balise measurements provide absolute position information.
Assuming that there is no ambiguity in the errors (each balise transmits its own message)
the information can be directly related to a path distance measurement. Hence, the
measurement equation is given by
𝑑̅𝑘 = 𝑑𝑘 + 𝑑̃𝑘 .



The measurement is linear. Similar measurements, albeit with different reliability and error
characteristics, could be obtained from finger printing techniques that assign a position
based on the received signal strengths of the available radio signals.
Revolution counters or pulse generators as used in odometers provide speed information
that can be integrated to obtain the traveled distance. Because there are slip errors that
accumulate over time, it is best to work directly on the revolution data. The revolution or
pulse count in a certain time period is linearly related to the speed. Thus, a measurement
equation can be written as
𝑠̅𝑘 = 𝑠𝑘 + 𝑠̃ 𝑘 .
Optical or radar speed sensors that are specifically designed for rail vehicles can provide
similar information.

A KF based on the above motion and measurement models is obtained by straightforward
application of the equations in Section 5.1.4. At each time step 𝑘, a time update is performed.
Here, the IMU acceleration is processed. Then, the availability of measurements is queried from
each sensor and consecutive KF measurement updates are performed, with linearization for the
nonlinear GNSS position and absolute speed measurements.
Of course, there are further details. The order in which available measurements are processed is
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relevant. An often suggested guideline is to start with the most reliable and accurate measurement
first. In this context, reliable balise detections should be processed before GNSS measurements.
The inclusion of the GNSS uncertainty in the KF framework ensures that the estimates are not
overly affected by uncertain data. As for the speed measurements, GNSS speed is very accurate
under good GNSS conditions but useless in tunnels. Here, the speed obtained by a pulse generator
or a railway radar can be crucial in limiting the position error growth.
The result of the filter is an estimate 𝑥̂𝑘|𝑘 and a covariance 𝑃𝑘|𝑘 for each time step 𝑘. This estimate
can be converted to local Cartesian coordinates or track coordinates (Section 5.1.5) depending on
what is most convenient for the user.
The next section describes an approach to combine several position measurements provided by
the wOBU into a single LOBU position that can be processed in the same way as a balise
measurement.

8.3. Collaborative positioning
The collaborative positioning aims at improving the freight train position estimate with regards to
accuracy and availability taking advantage of the wagons and loco position estimates. For that
each wOBU calculates a position estimate and an indication of its accuracy, a covariance matrix.
This information is then communicated to the LOBU at regular intervals, say, once per second. The
following paragraphs describe how the information of all wOBU can be combined in order to
improve the positioning of the entire freight train.
The main idea is to exploit two sets of constraints. First, also the wagons are constrained to move
along the same path as the locomotive. The wOBU are not aware of the railway map, though, and
this knowledge can be included by further processing of the wOBU position estimates. Second, the
wagons of a train must fulfil a number of distance constraints. If the wOBU positions correspond
to the coupler positions closer to the locomotive, then the distance between one wOBU and the
next must correspond to the wagon length. These ideas are formalized and cast into an
optimization problem. The solution of the optimization problem provides a further on-path
distance measurement for the LOBU to process.
We will use the following simplified notation to explain the ideas. Because the procedure applies
to a set of synchronized wOBU position estimates, no time indices are provided. Let 𝑁 be the
number of attached wagons. Let 𝐿𝑖 be the length of wagon 𝑖 with 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁. Let 𝐿0 be the
distance between the LOBU GNSS antenna and the coupler of wagon 1. The true wOBU positions
in a local Cartesian frame are denoted 𝑝𝑖 with 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁. The true LOBU position in path
coordinates is denoted 𝑑. Let 𝑑̂ and 𝑝̂ 𝑖 be the respective estimates at the LOBU and all 𝑁 wOBU.
Furthermore, let Σ𝑖 denote the covariance of 𝑝̂ 𝑖 that carries information about the estimation
error. If now full covariance information is available, let Σ𝑖 be a scalar horizontal position variance.
The reader is reminded of the functions 𝜓(𝑝) and 𝜙(𝑑) that convert between local Cartesian and
path coordinates. It should be noted that the mapping from Cartesian to path coordinates (“map
matching”) entails an approximation error (or projection error) as described in Section 5.1.5.
From the geometry of the train follow a number of distance constraints for the true quantities:
|𝑑 − 𝜓(𝑝1 )| = 𝐿0 ,
|𝑑 − 𝜓(𝑝2 )| = 𝐿0 + 𝐿1 ,
|𝑑 − ⋯ | = ⋯
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𝑁

|𝑑 − 𝜓(𝑝𝑁 )| = ∑

𝑗=0

𝐿𝑗 .

There is a term for each wagon. If the unknown quantities are replaced by their estimates, we
obtain “costs” of the form
𝜖𝑖 (𝑑̌) = 𝑑̌ − 𝜓(𝑝̂ 𝑖 ) − ∑

𝑖
𝑗=0

𝐿𝑗

for each wOBU 𝑖, assuming that 𝑑̌ > 𝜓(𝑝̂ 𝑖 ). Such costs can be evaluated easily for given 𝑑̌ using,
for instance, the absolute value or a squared error. Combining all available costs yields
𝐽(𝑑̌) = ∑

𝑁
𝑗=0

𝛤𝑗 (𝜖𝑗 (𝑑̌ )) ,

with 𝛤𝑗 (. ) as function to weigh the costs of each wOBU. Because of the nonlinear mapping 𝜓(. )
which occurs in each of the terms, and the yet unspecified function 𝛤𝑗 (. ), finding an analytical
minimum of 𝐽(𝑑̌ ) appears difficult. More promising is numerical minimization. The LOBU position
estimate 𝑑̂ can be taken as centre point of a search grid for 𝑑̌ . The size of the search grid can be
determined by the accuracy estimate of 𝑑̂ that is provided by the KF; the variance of the distance.
If the cost is cheap to evaluate and enough computation resources are available – both
requirements are fulfilled here – then a numerical search over a grid of values is feasible.
In order to make the optimization robust with respect to larger wOBU errors, accuracy information
can be taken into account in the 𝛤𝑗 (. ). From the wOBU position covariance matrices a scalar
horizontal standard deviation can be computed. This horizontal error can then be used to
normalize each wOBU error term. In order to make the overall cost robust with respect to really
large error contributions, robust norms such as the Huber cost function can be employed. The
Huber cost functions penalizes small errors harder than really large errors. In other words, large
errors have a minor influence on the value of the overall cost function.
The described technique can help bridge situations in which the LOBU and or a number of wOBU
have bad satellite reception, but some wOBU still provide very good position estimates. Another
advantage is that the method is very flexible in that it does not depend on a sequence of data. It
can be carried out whenever necessary/reasonable as long as enough decent wOBU estimates are
present. Furthermore, the optimization provides position wOBU residuals as intermediate results.
These residuals are large for wOBU with bad estimation accuracy. If one or more wOBU
consistently have large residuals, then they might exhibit systematic errors that must be
investigated. There are some challenges too, though. The synchronization of the wOBU and LOBU
estimates can be an error source when the communication channels are not reliable. One solution
is to include so-called slack variables in the cost function in order to account for random delays.
The obtainable accuracy is limited by the performance of all wOBU. Accordingly, the collaborative
positioning performance is limited and should primarily be seen as support solution for use cases
with intermediate GNSS outages, for example, when entering a tunnel.

9. Validation
In this section, how the positioning system is validated is described. First of all, the reference
scenarios proposed by the operators are described. The scenarios have been selected due to their
relevance for freight transport. Additionally, the train information is presented. Moreover, once
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all the necessary input information is presented, the validation process is described. On the one
hand, the simulation platform used for the wOBU validation, and on the other hand the toolset
for the collaborative positioning approach validation deployed on the LOBU.

9.1. Reference scenarios
This section introduces the reference rail freight scenarios considered in this work [1]. It is
necessary to detail properly the current scenario from which it could be possible to analyse
positioning requirements and needs.
In the following sections, each scenario is detailed, focusing mainly on the information needed to
characterize the most significant scenarios of freight trains. Information about current scenario is
completed in order to set the basis for the specification of the positioning use cases. However, for
a more complete description see D.3.1 [1].

9.1.1. Scenario 1: Hannover – Würzburg
This section introduces the first scenario considered in rail freight. Details are provided for the
scenario from which it is possible to analyse requirements and needs.
In this case, the freight route between Hannover and Würzburg is presented.
Table 9.1 Hannover- Würzburg route summary
Route name

Total length

Total tunnel length

Number of tunnels

Hannover –Würzburg

328804.94

125100.17

68

Figure 9-1 Hannover - Würzburg route
The Hannover–Würzburg high-speed railway was one of the first high-speed railway lines for
InterCityExpress (ICE) traffic that were built in Germany. The construction of the line began in 1973
and nowadays stops at Göttingen, Kassel and Fulda and has 327Km in length (203 mi).
It was designed for fast passenger trains as well as for express freight trains. This line has the
general characteristics showed below:
Table 9.2 Hannover–Würzburg scenario’s parameters
Parameters
Average radius of curvature
Minimum radius of curvature
Maximum Ramp
Maximum Ramp at the station
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Maximum Cant
Trivialisation Interconnections
Tunnel Section
Straight Alignment
Curve Alignment
Space between tracks

150 mm
Each 7 Km
81 𝑚2
87 𝑚2
4.7 𝑚2

36% of this high-speed line go through tunnels (117 Km approximately).
General considerations:
-

-

Maximum ramp (12.5%) does not keep constant when distances are greater than 5 Km;
however, in some rail sections like Muhlberg Tunnel (Km 275) this incline keeps up to 8.5
Km and to 10 Km in Escherberg Tunnel.
This high-speed infrastructure was designed for mixed traffic: freight trains and passenger
trains
Table 9.3 Hannover–Würzburg scenario’s parameters
Traffic Typology

Types of Compositions

Freight and
passengers
Transport

Conventional trains for freight
transportation: loco and
wagons

Technical Characteristics
𝐾𝑚
𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 160⁄220
ℎ
𝑡
Loco: 20⁄22
𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑒

Wagons: from 16 to 20

𝑡
𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑒

Table 9.4 Hannover–Würzburg scenario’s parameters
Number of passenger
trains per day

Number of freight
trains per day

Line

250
Km/h

200
Km/h

Total

From 200 to 160
Km/h

Total

Hannover –
Würzburg

49

-

49

37

86
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Figure 9-2 Ground layout of High-Speed line Hannover-Würzburg
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9.1.2. Scenario 2: Zürich – Brugg
This section introduces the second reference scenario considered in rail freight. In this case, the
freight route between Zurich and Brugg is presented.
Table 9.5 Zürich – Brugg route summary
Route name
Zurich - Brugg

Total length
34353.88

Total tunnel length
1957.90

Number of tunnels
2

Figure 9-3 Zürich - Brugg route
The railway route Zürich-Brugg, located in the north side of Switzerland, has a total length of
34.35km. Two tunnels can be found in the way which have a total length of 1.95km.
The locomotives used for the SBB are the models Re620, Re420 in Switzerland. For GermanySwitzerland Re482 and Re421 are used. SBB has several kind of wagons according to the required
type of goods to transport such as: Covered freight wagon, Open freight wagon, Container wagon
and Special-purpose wagon. The average speed of freight compositions is 50km/h. The
maintenance depots are located in Olten, Yverdon, Biel/Bienne and Bellinzona.
The Swiss rail network is equipped with a wide range of high-technology sensor systems like fire
and chemical detection, Hot box and brake-locking detection, Profile clearance and aerial
detection, natural hazard alert systems, dragging equipment detection and so on which provide a
safe trip for goods and workers.
Regarding the infrastructure, railway kilometres are increasing year by year in the SBB network
and the degree of electrification is 100%. There are 33460 train signals and 1084 level crossings,
reducing the amount of level crossing in the last years.
SBB trains are properly conditioned to stand the adverse weather conditions in the Swiss winter
using its innovative distribution heat system.
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9.1.3. Scenario 3: Sundsvall – Gävle
In this case, the freight route between Sundsvall and Gavle is presented. This section introduces
the second reference scenario considered in rail freight as shown in Figure 9-4.
Table 9.6 Sundsvall – Gävle route summary
Route name
Sundsvall - Gävle

Total length
219645.39

Total tunnel length
6816.16

Number of tunnels
8

Figure 9-4 Sundsvall - Gävle route
The East Coast Line (ECL) between Gävle and Sundsvall is the longest and most congested singletrack section of the Swedish rail network with the length of 220 km. On average some 55 trains a
day run on the line. The bottleneck problems are aggravated by the heterogeneous traffic on the
line which consists of slow mowing freight trains, regional trains with stops at small stations and
high speed trains with few stops in between Gävle and Sundsvall. The ECL connects to the TEN-T
port in Gävle, Sweden’s third biggest handler of intermodal freight, and the TEN-T port of Sundsvall
which is the main export harbour for the SCA Ortviken paper mill - an important regional industry
in Sundsvall.
The ECL has 25 meeting stations of which 15 can handle 740 meter (EU standard) long trains. All
but one meeting station are equipped with signalling allowing trains to meet without the side lined
train having to stop completely. This increases the smooth flow of the traffic and raises capacity.
The train dispatchers say that three sections on the line are especially vulnerable for capacity
constraints. Main weather problems are icy winters which causes switches to malfunction. The
power supply is adequate for the traffic hence not a source of capacity constraints. Major on-going
investments on the ECL are a new connection to Gävle port which will make it possible to access
the port from all directions without having to make loco turnarounds which saves capacity on the
main line in Gävle junction. I will also make the line less sensitive to disruptions since the existing
“diamond” switch will be less used and in case of outage there will be a Northern alternative for
rail port access. Another on-going investment is a 3 kilometre double track south of Sundsvall,
which will also feature a new regional train stop. In the immediate proximity to Sundsvall major
investments are under way in new tracks connecting to the port which will increase capacity,
productivity and resilience of rail transports to and from the port. The Sundsvall Port Company is,
in conjunction with Trafikverket’s railway investments, planning to modernise the port area and
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create a logistics hub capable of handling other types of goods in addition to in and out transports
to the paper mill.
There are talks about a partly to wholly double tracked railway but the perspectives are usually
long for realising such costly undertakings. Most likely the double tracking will follow a step by
step approach with a continuous double track beginning 10 km south of Sundsvall first out the
gates.

Figure 9-6 Track on Gävle

Figure 9-5 Diagram of today's speed for fast trains on the Gävle-Sundsvall route.
The yellow line traces the new single line connection to the port which is under construction. The
old and new lines connecting the port will be electrified.
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Figure 9-7 View of the port under construction linked to the freight railway line

9.2. Reference train
A reference train, Hector Rail is passing along in this route with the train length of 700m long. The
rail engine was built on 2007 by Bombardier Traxx. The maximum speed it can attain is 140 km/h
with 300kN tractive effort. Train average and median in terms of length and mass of the
combination seems to be close to each other as shown in Table 9.7.
Table 9.7 Hector train characteristics
Variable
Length (meter)
No. of Wagons
Tire Weight (ton)

Average
355
18
860

Median
389
16
863

Type (Mode)
530
28
530

The maximum electric brake power is 150-240 kN. The total mass of the train is 1700 ton. It
consists of mixed Pocket and container wagons as shown in below Table 9.8.
Table 9.8 Composition of different wagons in Hector rail
Property/Wagon Type
Approx. weight
Max load
Axle load
Wheel diameter
Total length
Max Speed
Loading length
Loading width

Pocket Wagon
35 t
100 t
22,5 t
920 mm
33,940/34,200 mm
120 km/h
27, 200mm (100/104 ft)
2,600 mm

Container carrier (40’)
17,5 t
72,5 t
22,5 t
920 mm
13,610 mm
120 km/h
12,370 mm (40 ft)
2,600 mm

Container carrier (80’)
28 t
107 t
22,5 t
920 mm
26,700 mm
120 km/h
24,740 mm (80 ft)
2,600 mm

9.3. Validation platform RANSS
In order to validate the requirements of the positioning solutions presented in this deliverable (see
Section 6), there is a need for generating the set information necessary for this purpose. For this,
RANSS simulation platform has been used [11], [12] RANSS cover the whole chain need for the
evaluation of the performance of the on-board positioning systems (see Figure 9-8).
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Figure 9-8 RANSS block diagram
In order to explain the chain, the scenario Zürich-Brugg is used. This is one of the reference
scenarios for the validation of the positioning system. It is important to mention that this process
is followed also by the rest of reference scenarios.
Based on the scenario definition of the operators (see Section 9.1), the following workspace is
generated.

Figure 9-9 Track generator Zürich - Brugg

Figure 9-10 Altitude and Max. Speed of the track Zürich - Brugg
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Figure 9-11 Workspace summary
With all this information the reference ground truth is generated. It is important to mention, that
during the train simulation the relative position of the antenna is taken into account. For example,
during the simulation receivers placed on the roof will be moved accordingly to the heading of the
train, the cants and the pitch of the track.

Figure 9-12 Zürich - Brugg ground truth speed profile and yaw angle
Figure 9-12 depicts the speed profile the train is following compared to the maximum speed
profile. It can be seen that due to the number of stops and the weight of the train it is not able to
reach the maximum speed limited by the track.
Figure 9-13 shows the number of satellites that are visible during the simulation rum and the
protection level that the GNSS assesses. Meanwhile, Figure 9-14 provides a more detailed
description of each of the satellites in view, Satellite ID, pseudorange obtained, elevation and
azimuth angles.

Figure 9-13 Number of satellites and GNSS Horizontal Protection Level
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Figure 9-14 Visible satellite map and psudorange information
The same way the information is depicted for the IMU sensor. Figure 9-15, depicts the
acceleration and gyro information that the IMU generated.

Figure 9-15 IMU acceleration and gyroscope observables
Additionally, the output of the algorithm can be also visualized. In this case, apart from the
obtained latitude and longitude estimated, parameters such as the altitude, computed protection
level of the fusion algorithm and the estimated speed profile can be depicted.

Figure 9-16 Positioning algorithm output (altitude, HPL and speed profile)
Finally, Figure 9-17 depicts the performance evaluation results of the positioning algorithm. Apart
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from the error in the horizontal plane (Error 2D), the altitude error the speed profile comparison.
The integrity can be evaluated by comparing the horizontal protection level against the error in
the horizontal plane by subtraction the Error 2D to it (HPL – Error 2d). If the result of this operation
is negative, it means that the error is greater that the HPL and thus, that the HPL is not properly
computed as it does not bound the error and should be taken into account.

Figure 9-17 Performance results of positioning algorithm
As mentioned this analysis is repeated to generate all the information for the three validation
scenarios. Additionally, as described in the architecture there also exits a fusion between the
different wOBU information in the locomotive. This further analysis is described in the next
section.
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10.

Results and Discussion

In this section the results obtained from the simulated use cases are presented and discussed. As
mentioned three validation scenarios are simulated and information has been generated for each
of the coaches (23), as the behaviour on each of the coaches of the scenario is similar, generating
a large amount of iterations was discarded. Firstly, the individual performance of the wOBU is
briefly shown, in order to determine the improvements of the LOBU and collaborative approach.
Secondly, the analysis of the performance of the integrated positioning solution (wOBU + LOBU)
is shown. I

10.1. wOBU positioning
In this section particular performance analysis of the wOBU positioning algorithm is presented.
Each of the scenarios is individually shown because of the similar behaviour of the coaches and
the positioning performance figures will only focus on the critical point. Meanwhile, the data
analysis is focused on the overall accuracy performance of the solution.
In each of the section, first of all an overall picture is presented where four graphs can be seen.
In the first graph the accuracy error (2D) and the protection level are depicted. The second graph
depicts the difference between the protection level and the accuracy error (2D). In the third graph,
the CDF is presented. This graph provides the distribution of the error of the scenario. And finally,
the speed profiled of the positioning solution and ground truth are compared.

10.1.1. Scenario 1: Hannover – Würzburg
The presented figure shows the behaviour of the wOBU positioning algorithm in the first use case.
First of all, it is important to remind that this scenario the number of tunnels even if they are short
is high (see Section 9.1.1)

Figure 10-1 Overall performance Hannover – Würzburg
The overall picture shows mainly three things, the effect of the tunnels. Which is clearly seen in
the number of yellow peaks, as this behaviour on the protection levels is caused by the
accumulative uncertainties of the IMU. Secondly, the protection level is always bounding the error,
which ensures that from the operational point of view the data could be used to take decisions
based on this parameter. And finally, the CDF determines the poor accuracy error (2D)
performance along the track due to the number of tunnels.

Figure 10-2 Accuracy error (2D) in the critical area
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Zooming in the critical area and focusing on the error the effects of the tunnels is obvious and for
this case the IMU is a limited solution. In the first lobe of the picture there are two tunnels closely
together of a total length of around 15 km (5 and 10 km respectively). The second tunnels has also
an approximate length of 10 kms. Which makes complex to keep on a reliable position inside.
The following table quantifies the accuracy error (2D).
Table 10.1 Accuracy error (2D) results
Parameter
Accuracy error (2D) (m)
Max. error
2288.36
CDF 99%
1469.82
CDF 95%
563.96
CDF 90%
379.07
CDF 65%
287.54
Avg. error
220.82

10.1.2. Scenario 2: Zürich – Brugg
The presented figures shows the graphical performance of the wOBU positioning solution. As it
can be seen in this scenario there are mainly one critical point. This point apart from being a
location where the GNSS is not available because of being a tunnel, this part of the track is also a
curve. All this produces a big increase of the positioning error that the IMU cannot avoid due to
the accumulative error of this technology and the length of the tunnel. There is another tunnel,
but due to the reduce length the impact in the positioning performance is not so visible.

Figure 10-3 Overall performance of Zürich - Brugg
The same way tunnels are the most critical point for this scenarios. In this case there are two
tunnels but the effect of just one is clearly visible as mentioned.

Figure 10-4 Accuracy error (2D) and protection level in the critical area
The following table quantifies the accuracy error (2D).
Table 10.2 Accuracy error (2D) results
Parameter
Accuracy error (2D) (m)
Max. error
631.76
CDF 99%
345.59
CDF 95%
20.74
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CDF 90%
CDF 65%
Avg. error

15.60
5.93
13.37

10.1.3. Scenario 3: Sundsvall – Gävle
In this scenario there is only one critical area, in which a tunnel has a sever effect on the
accuracy error (2D) performance.

Figure 10-5 Overall performance of Sundsvall - Gävle
In this case the tunnels length is about 4 km, which produces a big error on the position accuracy
error (2D) performance.

Figure 10-6 Accuracy error (2D) in the critical area
The following table quantifies the accuracy error (2D).
Table 10.3 Accuracy error (2D) results
Parameter
Accuracy error (2D) (m)
Max. error
1125.76
CDF 99%
104.90
CDF 95%
14.07
CDF 90%
7.31
CDF 65%
4.55
Avg. error
10.50

10.1.4. Preliminary discussion
The proposed low-cost solution works as expected when there is a continuous satellite coverage.
Small outages lower than 10 seconds are not problem, but wOBU is clearly affected by outages
longer than 10, such as tunnels. The accuracy error during those areas is dependent on the
accuracy of the IMU. For the case analysed a low cost IMU is selected and thus the performance
in this areas does not fulfil the requirements.
The LOBU can improve this performance by using additional sensors and map information. This
reduces the impact and improve the performance of the positioning solution.

10.2. LOBU and collaborative positioning
The LOBU is equipped with more sensors than the wOBU. Speed sensors that operate irrespective
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of the GNSS reception provide crucial information to limit the error growth in tunnels.
Furthermore, the inclusion of map and path information restricts the estimated train positions to
the railway network and further limits the estimation errors.
Figure 5-31 illustrates the position and speed errors obtained on data provided by RANSS (see
Section 9.3) simulation platform for the Hannover-Würzburg scenario.
Included have been GNSS measurements with a rate of 1 Hz, where available. The longest GNSS
outage without data is 279 seconds. An additional speed sensor has been included (for example,
an odometer) that provides data with a rate below 1 Hz.
The position errors show peaks, but the drift is limited. The maximum position error does not
exceed 25 meters on the provided data. In contrast to the wOBU performance, where the position
error grows quadratically with time if no GNSS data is provided, the LOBU exhibits a linear error
growth because of the extra speed measurements. The overall speed error is very low, as can be
seen in the respective error histogram (lower right).

Figure 10-71 LOBU positioning results (position and speed errors for the Hannover-Würzburg
scenario).
Figure 5-32 shows the corresponding results for the Zürich-Brugg scenario. With less tunnels
present, the maximum errors are even lower. For short periods of time, GNSS outages can be
bridged even without speed information. However, continuously available speed information can
be identified as most important requirement for the map-supported positioning.
The results for the Sundsvall-Gävle scenario are given in Figure 5-33. The performance is
comparable with intermediate peaks in the position error. Again, the peaks do not exceed a value
of 25 meters.
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Figure 10-82 LOBU positioning results (position and speed errors for the Zürich-Brügg
scenario).

Figure 10-93 LOBU positioning results (position and speed errors for the Sundsvall-Gävle
scenario).
The collaborative positioning approach is shown for an illustrative example. Figure 5-34 shows a
segment of the map with the true LOBU and wOBU positions as blue dots. The wOBU position
estimates are shown in orange. Because of a lack of satellite sight for the respective LOBU and the
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wOBU antennas, there are very large estimation errors for the first 10 wOBU estimates.

Figure 10-104 A scenario for collaborative positioning.
The performance of the remaining wOBU is better, but not perfect. The current LOBU position
estimate (computed from the on-path KF) is still good in this example, but could be worse too. The
LOBU estimate is shown as green dot in the figure. Important is to note that the LOBU position is
constrained to be on the track. Figure 5-35 below shows the position errors in meter for all of the
wOBU. The difference between accurate and degraded wOBU is obvious.

Figure 10-115 The LOBU and wOBU position errors for the shown scenario.
A cost function based on the sum of absolute values of the projection errors is chosen and
evaluated for a grid of on-path distances centred on the LOBU distance estimate. The grid is chosen
generously to include values in the range of the LOBU estimate plus/minus 40 meters.
Figure 5-36 below shows the cost function for the grid values. It can be seen that the cost here is
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well-behaved with a convex shape. Other measurement constellations might result in different
shapes, though. Also shown is the true on-path distance as blue dot. By picking the minimizing grid
value, the estimate marked with a red cross is obtained.

Figure 10-126 The cost function for different distance values.
It can be seen that the distance obtained by optimization is close to the true value. Going back to
Cartesian coordinates in Figure 5-34, the corresponding position estimate is shown as red cross
too. Despite the large deviations of the individual wOBU estimates, the error is small.

11.

Conclusions

Regarding the conclusion of the deliverable they are split in two. The first set of conclusion are the
validation against the requisites defined by the end users defined in Section 6. The second set of
conclusion are related with the R&I, which will provide conceptual guideline for future
developments and positioning solutions
The presented solution has been validated under three significant freight scenarios. The results
may vary regarding the environment. Thanks, to the sensor fusion with the IMU, the solution is
able to provide a 100% of availability. Meaning that is able to give a Position, Velocity and Time
values. The accuracy of the position solution is directly dependant on the environment, however
when the GNSS is in clear sky the position solution performs properly, this can be demonstrated
by looking the maximum error of the LOBU positioning having an approximately accuracy errors
lower that 5 meters in almost 100% of the times. Except for the first scenario (Hannover- Wüzburg)
where the number of tunnels reduced this percentage to around a 95%. Regarding the track
selectivity the collaborative approach provided and alternative solution to determine the track.
The results are error are small and it is promising solution. However, this should be studied in
detail in order to provide apart from the compliance with the requirement a percentage of the
estimated correct selection. Finally, the alerting when GNSS is not available and/or when the
protection level is greater than 50 meters are almost generated in the same areas (tunnels).
Once the performance requirements are discussed and validated, the conclusions reached at this
stage of the R&I and highlighted in this report are:
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The inclusion of map information to fully exploit the rail-bound train motion is a viable
idea.
The implementation using path coordinates is feasible with a limited effort. Established
tools such as the Kalman filter can be used if the problem is formulated as in this
deliverable.
Continuous speed information is a crucial requirement to limit the error growth during
GNSS outages.
The combination of several wOBU estimates can be used to support the sensor systems at
the LOBU. The different wOBU function as distributed antennas.
An optimization viewpoint on how to combine wOBU information has been provided and
shown to be promising.
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13.

Appendices

13.1. Iterative Least Square (ILS)
Satellites’ positions (see Figure 5-1) are expressed as (xi, yi, zi) and the user position is denoted as
(xu, yu, zu), for which x, y, z are the values in the Earth-Centred Earth-Fixed (ECEF) coordinate
system. Therefore, the geometric range, ri, can be computed by the following equation:
𝑟𝑖= √(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑢 )2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑢 )2 + (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑢 )2
The pseudorange equation system can be expressed as:
√(𝒙𝟏 − 𝒙𝒖 )𝟐 + (𝒚𝟏 − 𝒚𝒖 )𝟐 + (𝒛𝟏 − 𝒛𝒖 )𝟐 + 𝒄 · 𝒕𝒖 + 𝜺𝟏 = 𝝆𝟏
√(𝒙𝟐 − 𝒙𝒖 )𝟐 + (𝒚𝟐 − 𝒚𝒖 )𝟐 + (𝒛𝟐 − 𝒛𝒖 )𝟐 + 𝒄 · 𝒕𝒖 + 𝜺𝟐 = 𝝆𝟐
√(𝒙𝟑 − 𝒙𝒖 )𝟐 + (𝒚𝟑 − 𝒚𝒖 )𝟐 + (𝒛𝟑 − 𝒛𝒖 )𝟐 + 𝒄 · 𝒕𝒖 + 𝜺𝟑 = 𝝆𝟑
⋮
𝟐
𝟐
{√(𝒙𝟒 − 𝒙𝒖 ) + (𝒚𝟒 − 𝒚𝒖 ) + (𝒛𝟒 − 𝒛𝒖 )𝟐 + 𝒄 · 𝒕𝒖 + 𝜺𝟒 = 𝝆𝟒
Where i depends on the number of satellites which have been tracked in the view. Therefore, the
GNSS navigation systems can compute a three-dimensional (3D) position only when the GNSS
antenna can receive at least four different satellite signals to solve four unknowns, comprising
three coordinates of the user position (xu, yu, zu) and one receiver clock offset (tu). Normally, the
GNSS solution can be solved through an iterative least squares (LS) method. To use the LS method,
the nonlinear mathematical model can be denoted by the following expression:
𝑓(𝑋) = 𝑙
where X=(xu,yu,ctu)T are the parameters and l=(ρ1,ρ2,…,ρ3)T are the observations. If X0=(x0,y0,ct0)T is
assumed as the approximate estimated coordinates for the user and the associated estimate
predicted receiver clock offset, then:
𝑋 = 𝑋0 + ∆𝑋
T
where ΔX=(δxu,δyu,δzu,c·δtu) . Therefore,
𝑓(𝑋) = 𝑓(𝑋0 + ∆𝑥)
The right hand function can be linearized around the approximate parameters X0 by using Taylor
series, giving:
𝐴 · 𝛥𝑋 = 𝐵 + 𝑣
where
𝜕𝑓1 𝜕𝑓1 𝜕𝑓1 𝜕𝑓1
𝜕𝑥𝑢 𝜕𝑦𝑢 𝜕𝑧𝑢 𝜕𝑡𝑢
𝜕𝑓2 𝜕𝑓2 𝜕𝑓2 𝜕𝑓2
𝐴 = 𝜕𝑥𝑢 𝜕𝑦𝑢 𝜕𝑧𝑢 𝜕𝑡𝑢
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
𝜕𝑓𝑛 𝜕𝑓𝑛 𝜕𝑓𝑛 𝜕𝑓𝑛
[𝜕𝑥𝑢 𝜕𝑦𝑢 𝜕𝑧𝑢 𝜕𝑡𝑢 ]
𝜕𝑓𝑖
𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑢
=−
𝜕𝑥𝑢
√(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑢 )2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑢 )2 + (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑢 )2
𝜕𝑓𝑖
𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑢
=−
𝜕𝑦𝑢
√(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑢 )2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑢 )2 + (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑢 )2
𝜕𝑓𝑖
𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑢
=−
𝜕𝑧𝑢
√(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑢 )2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑢 )2 + (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑢 )2
G A H2020 – 730617
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𝜕𝑓𝑖
=1
𝜕𝑡𝑢
A is referred to as the design matrix, which contains the direction vectors pointing from the
approximate user position (u) to the available satellites (s), and B=[ρu1-ρs1,ρu2-ρs2,…,ρu3-ρs3]T. v
represents residual pseudorange errors and is assumed as normally distributed with zero mean
and variance Cov(l), which is the variance-covariance matrix of the observations. Generally, the
Cov(l) is assumed diagonal, which means the observations are uncorrelated. Therefore, the
variance-covariance matrix of the pseudoranges can be shown as:
2
0
⋯ 0
𝜎𝜌1
2
𝜎
… 0
𝜌2
𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑙) = 0
⋮
⋱
⋮ ⋮
2
[ 0 0
… 𝜎𝜌𝑛 ]
A small standard error associated with an observation means that a high weight is assigned to it.
The weight matrix would be W=Cov(l)-1.
The least squares method aims to minimize the function vTWv. Taking
𝐴 · 𝛥𝑋 = 𝐵 + 𝑣 to replace v gives:
𝑣 𝑇 𝑊𝑣 = (𝐴 · ∆𝑋 − 𝐵)𝑇 𝑊(𝐴 · ∆𝑋 − 𝐵)
= (∆𝑋 𝑇 · 𝐴𝑇 − 𝐵 𝑇 ) · (𝑊 · 𝐴 · ∆𝑋 − 𝑊 · 𝐵)
= ∆𝑋 𝑇 · 𝐴𝑇 · 𝑊 · 𝐴 · ∆𝑋 − 𝐵 𝑇 · 𝑊 · 𝐴 · ∆𝑋 − ∆𝑋 𝑇 · 𝐴𝑇 · 𝑊 · 𝐵 + 𝐵 𝑇 · 𝑊 · 𝐵
The minimum of vTWv must occur at a value of ΔX that gives a zero for the gradient. Hence, setting
the gradient to be zero and seeking a value that will minimize vTWv gives:
𝜕(𝑣 𝑇 𝑊𝑣)
= 2 · 𝐴𝑇 · 𝑊 · 𝐴 · ∆𝑋 − 2 · 𝐴𝑇 · 𝑊𝐵
𝜕∆𝑋
∆𝑋=(𝐴𝑇·𝑊·𝐴)−1·𝐴𝑇·𝑊·𝐵
The improved estimate ΔX should be used to iterate until the change in the estimate is sufficiently
small. Once the unknowns of ΔX are obtained, the user coordinates and the receiver clock offset
can be computed by substituting the results on the initial equations.
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13.2. Positioning requirements D3.1 [1]
ORIGIN
ID

PRIORITY

TITLE

SOURCE
Proposed
by

Date

Category

Reason

Brief description

Rationale

One of the FTS
(Freight Telematic
Status) main
function is to
provide a PT
(position and
time) solution for
maintenance
operations.
The FTS shall
guarantee a PT
solution in the
following areas:
urban, suburban,
rural and tunnels.

This requirement
aims to clarify the
objective of the
system and
provide
requirements for
the purpose of the
telematics in IP5:
CBM.

Level

Justification

Low

Architecture
of the FTS

BN11/BN12/
BN13

High

FTS
positioning
function

BN11/UR9

2. Wagon
2.2 Positioning function

wOBU-15

FTS

FTS positioning
wOBU-16
function

G A H2020 – 730617

CEIT

28/03/2
018

CEIT

28/03/2
018

INFO

MAN

WP3-DEL-004
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FTS positioning
wOBU-17
function

wOBU-19 LOBU - wOBU

CEIT

CEIT

28/03/2
018

28/03/2
018

MAN

MAN

The FTS shall
provide a PT
solution per train
and per wagon.
LOBU shall be able
to send
calibration
information to
each of the wOBU
of the train.

High

FTS
positioning
function

BN12/BN13/
UR9/UR10

High

Calibration
function for
the
collaborative
positioning

BN13

Low

Architecture
of FTS

UR9

High

Full FTS

BN12/BN13/
UR10

2.2.1 Architecture for positioning function

wOBU-20

FTS product
classes

CEIT

28/03/2
018

INFO

wOBU-21

FTS wOBU and
LOBU

CEIT

28/03/2
018

MAN

G A H2020 – 730617

WP3-DEL-004

The FTS is carried
out by different
product classes
ranging from the
simplest
architecture of a
single sensor with
SPU to the full
system based on
wOBU and LOBU.
The full FTS is
carried out by a
system composed
of a LOBU
(LocoOBU) in the
locomotive and a
wOBU
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(wagonOBU) in
every wagon.

wOBU-22

LOBU
positioning
function

wOBU-23

wOBU
positioning
function

wOBU-24

SPU
positioning
function

CEIT

28/03/2
018

MAN

CEIT

28/03/2
018

MAN

CEIT

28/03/2
018

MAN

The LOBU shall
provide a PT
solution per train
and per wagon.
The wOBU shall
provide a PT
solution per
wagon.
In case SPU
requires
positioning
function, then the
SPU should
provide a PT
solution per
sensor.

High

LOBU
positioning
function

BN11/
BN13/UR10

High

wOBU p
positioning
function

BN13/UR10

High

SPU
positioning
function

BN11

High

Track
selectivity

BN12/BN13/UR9

2.2.4 Performance requirements for positioning function
wOBU-49

FTS positioning
performance

G A H2020 – 730617

DB, SBB

28/03/2
018

MAN

WP3-DEL-004

The FTS position
solution shall be
track selective
during the "indrive" operations.

The track
sensitivity is
important for
maintenance
operations.
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wOBU-50

FTS positioning
performance

SBB

28/03/2
018

MAN

wOBU-51

FTS positioning
performance

SBB

28/03/2
018

MAN

wOBU-52

FTS positioning
performance

CEIT

28/03/2
018

MAN

wOBU-53

FTS positioning
performance

FTS positioning
wOBU-54
performance

G A H2020 – 730617

SBB

28/03/2
018

SBB

28/03/2
018

The FTS shall
provide a PT
solution at least 1
every 120
seconds.
The FTS shall
guarantee an
availability of a
95% along the
journey.
The LOBU position
solution shall be
track selective
during the "indrive" operations.

MAN

The LOBU shall
provide a PT
solution at least 1
every 120
seconds.

MAN

The LOBU system
shall guarantee an
availability of a

WP3-DEL-004

The requested
information
update period is
every 120 seconds,
however this limit
should be only
reached in harsh
environments.
System availability
requested for the
maintenance
operation should
be 95% or higher.
The track
sensitivity is
important for
maintenance
operations.
The requested
information
update period is
every 120 seconds,
however this limit
should be only
reached in harsh
environments.
System availability
requested for the
maintenance
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High

Position
report
frequency

BN12/BN13/UR9

High

System
availability

BN12/BN13/UR9

High

Track
selectivity

BN13/UR9

High

Position
report
frequency

BN13/UR9

High

System
availability

BN13/UR9

95% along the
journey.

wOBU-55

FTS positioning
performance

DB

28/03/2
018

MAN

wOBU-56

FTS positioning
performance

CEIT

28/03/2
018

MAN

wOBU-57

FTS positioning
performance

CEIT

28/03/2
018

MAN

wOBU-58

FTS positioning
performance

CEIT

28/03/2
018

MAN

G A H2020 – 730617

WP3-DEL-004

operation should
be 95% or higher.

LOBU shall detect
the moving status
Mediu
Additional
of the wagon:
BN11/BN13/UR9
m
functions
moving, stopped,
and parked.
The wOBU shall
The uncertainty
provide PVT
information
(position, velocity provides the trust
Position
High
BN12/UR10
and time)
that can be placed
report
solutions to the
in the obtained
LOBU.
position solution.
The uncertainty
The wOBU shall
information
provide position
provides the trust
Position
and speed
High
BN12/UR9
that can be placed
report quality
uncertainties
in the obtained
(covariances).
position solution.
The requested
The wOBU shall
information
provide a PT
update period is
Position
solution at least 1 every 120 seconds,
High
report
BN12/UR9
every 120 seconds however this limit
frequency
to the control
should be only
center.
reached in harsh
environments.
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wOBU-59

FTS positioning
performance

SBB

28/03/2
018

MAN

wOBU-60

FTS positioning
performance

DB

28/03/2
018

MAN

wOBU-61

FTS positioning
performance

CEIT,DLR

28/03/2
018

MAN

wOBU-62

FTS positioning
performance

CEIT, DLR

28/03/2
018

MAN

wOBU-63

FTS positioning
performance

CEIT,DLR

28/03/2
018

MAN

wOBU-64

FTS positioning
performance

CEIT,DLR

28/03/2
018

MAN

G A H2020 – 730617
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The wOBU system System availability
shall guarantee an requested for the
availability of a
maintenance
95% along the
operation should
journey.
be 95% or higher.
wOBU shall detect
the moving status
of the wagon:
moving, stopped,
and parked.
wOBU shall
provide a PVT
solution with 1 Hz
freq.
wOBU shall have a
position error at
most of 5m in
clear sky.
wOBU shall
provide an alert if
GNSS systems is
missing for more
than 10 sec.
wOBU shall
provide an alert if
position estimate
protection level is
greater than 50
meters.
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High

System
availability

BN12/UR9

High

System
availability

BN12/UR9

High

Position
report
frequency

BN12/UR9

High

Position
report
accuracy

BN12/UR9

High

Alert message BN12/UR9/UR10

High

Alert message

BN12/UR9

wOBU-65

FTS positioning
performance

FTS positioning
wOBU-66
performance

FTS positioning
wOBU-67
performance

G A H2020 – 730617

DLR

28/03/2
018

DLR

28/03/2
018

DLR

28/03/2
018

MAN

MAN

MAN

WP3-DEL-004

LOBU shall
provide the
position for the
entire train given
information about
the attached
wagons and
communication
with them, with a
track map
available.
LOBU shall
provide a correct
track-selective
positioning
available at least
95 percent of the
time freight
reference
scenario.
Where track
selective
positioning is not
possible
(maximum 5%
time of the freight
reference
scenario), LOBU
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High

Position
report

BN13/UR9/UR10

High

Track
selectivity
function
availability

BN13/UR9/UR10

High

Track
selectivity
function
availability

BN11/UR10

shall provide a list
of likely tracks.

wOBU-68

FTS positioning
performance

DLR

28/03/2
018

MAN

wOBU-69

FTS positioning
performance

DLR

28/03/2
018

INFO

LOBU shall
calculate the
protection level of
the LOBU and the
wOBU connected.
LOBU might make
use of flexible
algorithmic
framework that
allows for the
inclusion of e.g.
odometers or
balise readers.

High

Position
report quality

High

LOBU strategy BN13/UR9/UR10

BN13/UR9

2.2.5 Validation requirements for positioning function
FTS positioning
wOBU-70
function
validation

CEIT

28/03/2
018

MAN

FTS positioning
function
validation

CEIT

28/03/2
018

MAN

wOBU-71

G A H2020 – 730617
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FTS requirements
validation will be
tested under
three freight
reference
scenarios.
LOBU positioning
function
requirements
validation will be

Selected scenarios
shall reproduce
scenarios with
different
characteristics

High

Validation
strategy

BN11/UR9

Selected scenarios
shall reproduce
scenarios with

High

Validation
strategy

BN13/UR9
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wOBU-72

FTS positioning
function
validation

CEIT

28/03/2
018

MAN

wOBU-73

FTS positioning
function
validation

CEIT

28/03/2
018

MAN

G A H2020 – 730617
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tested under
different
three reference
characteristics
freight scenarios.
wOBU positioning
function
Selected scenarios
requirements
shall reproduce
validation will be
scenarios with
tested under
different
three reference
characteristics
freight scenarios.
SPU positioning
function
Selected scenarios
requirements
shall reproduce
validation will be
scenarios with
tested under
different
three reference
characteristics
freight scenarios.
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High

Validation
strategy

BN12/UR9/UR10

High

Validation
strategy

BN11/UR9

